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Abstract: In this work a technique is proposed to use bending test in order to determine the tensile and the compressive
moduli of plastic sheets as well as polymer composites. A two- component free ends beam deflected in a three point cantilever
is used to determine tensile and compressive moduli. Using small deflection equations and the theory of two- component
beam, tensile and compressive moduli are then determined via computer program. The beam is composed of two components;
spring steel and polymeric strip of the same width. These two components are bonded together with special glue. Two different
types of material sheets were tested. The results show that both materials have different tensile and compressive modulus. To
verify the model, uniaxial tensile tests were also performed. Taking the values of uniaxial tensile tests as reference showed
acceptable accuracy at the proposed method.
Keywords: Tensile Modulus, Compressive Modulus, Flexural Test, Small Deflection, Two Components Beam,
Polymer Composites

1. Introduction
Young’s modulus E(n) for an elastic material is ratio of the
uniaxial stress applied along the direction of a unit vector n
to the longitudinal strain in the direction n [1]. So tensile and
compressive moduli of materials are important values which
are related to the deformation of materials under tensile and
compressive load in the defined direction. Stiffness of a
material is measured by bending rigidity which is the product
of moment of inertia and elastic modulus. In isotropic
materials it is assumed that tensile and compressive moduli
are identical. However, most of the materials such as plastic
sheets, reinforced composites etc. are anisotropic in nature.
These kinds of materials may behave differently in tensile
stress and compressive stress. Thus it is necessary to study
and investigate the mechanical behavior of materials in
different load directions [2-3]. Tensile modulus can be
measured relatively easily, however, because of some
difficulties such as buckling; it is extremely difficult to

measure the direct axial compressive stress.
The principles of cantilever have been used widely to
study the flexural behavior of the composite materials or
to measure the bending modulus and young modulus of
such materials. In the bending test, both tension and
compression are involved. In most of the bending
experiments, it is assumed that the tensile and the
compressive moduli of the materials are the same.
However in anisotropic materials differences between
these two moduli may be observed [4-7].
The main aim of this paper is to report a novel technique to
determine the tensile and the compressive modules of plastic
sheets including reinforced composites as anisotropic
homogeneous materials. To do this, a two components beam
is deflected in a bending test and the load-deflection relation
is recorded. Using the classical theories of elasticity and
equivalent section, tensile and compressive modules are then
calculated.
In the same previous work [8] a simple cantilever was used
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to calculate tensile and compressive moduli of the plastic
materials. The cantilever was fixed at one end in the jaws of
a vice and a vertical load was applied on the free end of the
cantilever. However some errors were involved in the
experiment. The concentration of stress at the fixed end at the
jaws of the vice was one of the sources of error. It was also
difficult to apply the vertical load at the free end of the
cantilever precisely due to slippage at the contact point.
To prevent these errors, in this work, three points
cantilever is proposed. A tensile tester is also adopted to
perform flexural test. The beam is simply supported at the
ends and deflected at the middle by a vertical load.

2. Theory
2.1. General Theory
In this experiment three points cantilever beam was used.
The beam is simply supported at the ends and a concentrated
downward force, P, is applied at the middle of the beam. In
classical theories of deflection of the cantilevers it can be
shown that the curvature of the neutral axis is given by
equation 1 [9-10].

1 M(x)
=
ρ
EI

(1)

Where M is the moment, ρ is the radius of curvature, E is
the elastic modulus and I is the moment of inertia of the cross
section of the beam. In analytic geometry it is shown that, in
Cartesian coordinates, the curvature of a line is defined by
equation 2.

d2y
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3
2
2
ρ 
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Where x and y are the coordinates of a point on a bent
curve. If the length of the beam is very large, the slop of
tangent to the curve at any point (dy/dx) is very small. In this
case the value of the square of (dy/dx) can be neglected, in
equation 2, and the deflection is carried to a small deflection
in the form of equation 3;

d 2 y M(x)
=
dx 2
EI

(3)

Appling the classical elastic theory to a two simply
supported beam deflected at the middle by a vertical load, P,
the value of maximum deflection at the middle of the beam,
D, can be calculated as;

D=

3

PL
48EI

Where, L is the length of the beam.

2.2. Two- Component Beam Theory
Consider a two- component beam with the rectangular
cross section and identical width of (b), (Figure 1). The beam
is composed of two components; a spring steel strip and a
composite (reinforced plastic) strip of the same width. These
two components are bonded together with special glue so that
no slippage occurs between them during the bending test.
When a material is subjected to bending, one side of the
section withstands tension while the other side away from the
neutral axis is in compression. Therefore, during bending, if
the neutral axis is set to intersect the steel section, the other
section of the beam undergoes pure compression or pure
tension depending on whether it is above or below the neutral
axis. Material No. 1 is spring steel and the material No. 2 is
reinforced plastic. The thickness of spring steel and
composite are shown by (a) and (c) respectively.
Certain assumptions have been made such as;
1. The spring steel is an isotropic material thus; the tensile
and the compressive moduli are identical;
2. The cross section of the beam remains planar during
bending hence theory of solid beam can be applied;
3. Two materials have linear behavior in elastic region;
4. The weight of the beam is neglected.
The thickness of spring steel, a, is chosen in such a value
so that the neutral axis intersect the spring steel region. In
this way, during the bending test, the composite part is
situated on one side of the neutral axis and will be under pure
compression or pure tension, depending on its geometrical
position. For simplification of the procedure, we used
transformed section. The transformation of the section is
accomplished by changing dimension of the cross section
parallel to the neutral axis proportional to the ratio of elastic
moduli of two materials. Figure 2 shows a T-shape
equivalent transformed section of the spring steel only. The
equivalent width, d, of the composite can be calculated using
Equation (5):

d = b×

E
Es

(5)

Where Es and E are the elastic young’s moduli of the
spring steel and the composite respectively. In this way the
problem of the bending of a two components beam is carried
to the problem of the bending of a T-section beam of the
spring steel only.
In the beam with the transformed section, strains and
stresses vary linearly from its neutral axis. Therefore the
usual elastic flexure formula can be applied. The position of
the neutral axis y can be calculated using Equation (6):
∞

y=

∑
∑

i =1
∞

yi Ai

i =1

(6)

Ai

(4)
Where, Ai is the area of an element i and yi is the distance
between the neutral axis of the element and the measuring
axis. Considering the sizes of two components the vertical
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I y = ( I y ) A1 + ( I y ) A2

coordinate of the neutral axis is:
a
c
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2
2
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(8)

Or;
(7)

Iy =

The moment of inertia of the whole section about the
neutral axis I y is the sum of the moment of inertial of each
component about the neutral axis i.e:
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from Equation 7 gives:

2

3

Consider the transferred equivalent section. The T-shaped
transformed section, of the steel type only (Figure 2), has the
same behavior as the initial two component beam (Figure 1).
The equation of the deflection of the equivalent steel type

section in the case of small deflection is as follows:

D=

PL3
48Es I y

Y

Composite

Neural
Axis

Steel
X

Stress

Figure 1. A schematic cross section of two component beam and tensile and compressive stress distribution diagram.
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Y
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Figure 2. A schematic equivalent transferred section (spring steel only).

(11)
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According to Equation 11 the variation of the vertical load
P against the maximum deflection
48 E s I ɺɺɺy
D is a straight line with a gradient of
. In a set of
L3
experiment, two components beam is deflected by an
increasing concentrated vertical load inserted at the midpoint
of the beam. The variation of P versus D is then plotted.
From the slope of linear part of the curve the value of
48 E s I ɺɺy
is calculated. The length of the beam L and the
L3
elastic modulus of the spring steel (Es), are known, the value
of I y can be determined.

lower jaw was then moved upwards until the sharp edge of
the bar contacts the midpoint of the strip. This point was
adjusted to be precisely the midpoint of the beam and set to
be the zero coordinates of the bending test. The lower jaw
was set to move upwards with a constant speed of 20
mm/min. In this way a three point bending is performed. The
vertical load applied precisely at the midpoint of the strip
bends the strip which is simply supported at the ends. The
value of load at the tensile tester load cell measures the
vertical load. The amount of upward movement of lower
jaws, recorded as extension (crush), measures the maximum
deflection of the beam at the middle.

A numerical solution was used and a computer program
was prepared to calculate the value of the modulus of the
composite (E). The computer program assigns an initial value
for E and calculates the value of the I y according to
Equations 5 and 10 successively. The calculated value of I y
is then compared with the measured value of I y from the
experiment. The value of E is increased in steps by an
increment of 0.01 in each step. When the difference between
the calculated and the measured values of I y is near to zero,
(<0.001) the value of E is announced by the program. The
computer program also calculates the value of y according
to Equation 7 to compare it with the thickness of the spring
steel, a, to make sure that the neutral axis intersects the
spring steel region.

A

3. Experimental
3.1. Materials and Instruments
The above mentioned method can be applied to all types of
plastic and composite sheets. To investigate the theoretical
model two types of materials were used in the experiment.
The characteristic of the materials are as bellow:
(a) Polypropylene sheet without reinforcement.
(b) Phenolic sheet with reinforcement part in the shape of a
three dimensional fabric of polyamide yarn.
A Zwick 1446-60 tensile tester machine was adopted to
perform a three point bending test. Having achieved this
purpose, a steel sheet was formed to make a U-shape
supports with span of 20cm as shown in Figure 3- a. This
steel sheet is hard enough to provide stable supports and
undergoes no deformation during bending test. The U-shaped
piece was then fixed, exactly in the midpoint, in the lower
jaw of the tensile tester. Another flat metal bar was then fixed
in the upper jaw of the tensile machine. The metal bar has
rectangular cross section with the dimensions of 4×30mm as
shown in figure 3-b. it has also a length of 50mm and it is
grinded to be cylindrical at the contacting edge to prevent
any concentration of stress at the contacting points. Two
components beam was then placed horizontally at the edges
of the U-shaped supports as shown in Figure 4 and 5. The
tensile tester was set to work in compression mode. The

B
Figure 3. A: the U-shape supports b: the metal bar fixed in the upper jaw.

Figure 4. A tensile tester jaws adopted for flexural test.
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Figure 5. A schematic diagram of tensile tester jaws adopted for flexural test.

3.2. Modulus Measurement
3.2.1. Steel Beam
The spring steel strips have the length of 30 cm, the
thickness of 1 mm and the width of 2.54 cm. For measuring
the precise thickness of the steel sheets, a micrometer with
the precision of 0.01 mm was used. The width of the steel
strip was measured with the precision of 0.02 mm. The
spring steel strip is placed on two simple supports with a
distance of L=200mm, the bending test was performed and
the load-crush graphs was recorded.
3.2.2. Materials modulus
Samples of the strips were prepared with the same length
and width as the spring steel strips. The longitude of each
specimen must be set into defined direction. The thickness of
each sample was measured by the micrometer to the nearest
0.01 of a millimeter. The average thickness of reinforced
phenolic resin sheet and polypropylene sheet were 4.25 and
5.00 mm respectively. Each sample is then adhered on the
corresponding steel sample by glue (G. Bond). The surface
must completely be smeared with glue to prevent any
slippage between steel and strip during the bending test. The
thickness of the glue layer is very thin so it was neglected in
the calculations. According to the ASTM-D790 [11], five
samples must be prepared from each material sheet and the
samples must be conditioned at the temperature of 23±2 °C
and the relative humidity of 50±5%, at least 40 hours before
the experiment. According to table 93 in ASTM-D790 for
three point beam, the ratio of the supports distance to the
beam thickness, is equal to 60/1. Thus the support distance
was chosen to be 200 mm.
The experiments were carried out at two different
positions. In the first case the material strip is set to be in
uppermost position thus, during bending tests, it undergoes
pure compression. Bending tests were performed and the
plots of the vertical load, P, versus the maximum deflection,
D, were obtained. From the slope of the line and according to
the theoretical procedure described above the value of the
compressive modulus Ec of material strip were determined.
Similarly, in the second case bending tests were performed

again with material strip in lowermost position. In this case
composite undergoes pure tension and the tensile modulus of
material Et can be determined.
Uniaxial tensile tests were also performed on samples. The
specimens were prepared according to ASTM-D3039 [12].
Ten specimens were tested for each type of the materials.

4. Results and Discussion
Flexural tests were carried out on 10 different samples of
spring steel and load-crush curves recorded. In the case of
small deflection, according to equation (4), the variation of P
versus D must be a straight line. Thus data points from the
linear part of the curve were extracted to Excel Software and
graph of variation of the vertical load P, versus the maximum
deflection at the midpoint of the beam, D were plotted.
Figure 6 shows a typical graph of P-D for spring steel. As it
can be seen the data points are in a straight line with a linear
regression value of R= 0.98, indicating the accuracy of small
deflection equations. From the slope of lines the average
elastic modulus of the spring steel, Es, was calculated and is
presented in Table 1.
Two-component beams were also tested in three point
bending. In order to use the small deflection equation the
linear region of the load-crush curves were considered and
plots of the load P versus deflection at the midpoint D were
plotted. Typical plots of P-D of two materials in uppermost
and innermost cases are shown in Figures 7 and 8. As it can
be seen clearly from the graphs the behavior of the materials
is different in tension in comparison to compressive mode.
From the slope of the lines and using the theory described
above the average values of tensile modulus and compressive
modulus of the materials were calculated and presented in
Table 1. The ratios, k, of compressive modulus to tensile
modulus, for each type of the materials, were also calculated.
These are shown in Table 1. This is an important factor as it
can be used to define a measure of anisotropy in different
types of composites and materials. The value of k is lower in
the case of fabric reinforced phenolic resin. This can be due
to the fact that the fabric part buckles more easily in
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compressive mode leading to less compressive modulus.
In order to verify the results, the values of the uniaxial
tensile tests performed on the samples and the average values
of the tensile moduli calculated, are presented in Table 1. The
results show that the values of the tensile modules from the
bending test are reasonably close to the calculated values of
the tensile modules from the bending tests for both materials.
Considering the values obtained from the uniaxial tests in
comparison to the values obtained from this procedure, it can
be concluded that, for both materials, the maximum
difference is in a range of less than 10%. However, apart
from the experiential errors involved in the experiments, the
nature of the performance of the materials in the tensile and
the bending mode is different leading to difference between
the measured values of the tensile modules.
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Figure 8. Plots of load (P) versus maximum deflection (D).

Table 1. Average value of tensile and compressive moduli.
Material
Spring Steel
Reinforced Phenolic resin Composite sheet
Polypropylene sheet

Bending Test
Tensile elastic modulus
Et, (GPa)
204.50
3.397
0.812

5. Conclusions
In this work a method was presented to use bending
experiment to create pure tension or pure compression in
some materials such as composite or plastic sheets. A two
components beam deflected in a three points cantilever was
used to determine tensile and compressive moduli. A tensile
tester was adopted to perform the flexural tests.
Theory of equivalent section was adopted to transfer two
component sections to an ordinary one component section.
Using small deflection equations and theoretical analysis,
values of tensile and compressive moduli of two kinds of
materials were calculated. This method can be applied for all
kinds of plastic and composite sheets. However, to verify the
method two types of materials were used.

Compressive elastic
modulus Ec, (GPa)
204.50
2.790
0.737

Ratio of Compressive to
Tensile moduli (k)
1
0.821
0.908

Tensile Test
Tensile elastic
modulus (GPa)
3.069
0.784

The results showed that the small deflection equations can be
used to calculate tensile and compressive moduli with an
acceptable accuracy. The results also revealed that two materials
behave differently in tensile and compressive modes. For both
materials,
is greater than . Polypropylene sheet showed
lower difference between tensile and compressive moduli in
comparison to the phenolic composite sheet. Higher reduction in
compressive modulus in the case of fabric reinforce phenolic
resin could be due to buckling of the fabric part.
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